NexCube
Ages 8+ | 1 Player

For those motivated to purchase the best performing cube puzzle in the market. NexCube
is the only World Record setting cube brand that delivers superior cube performance at a
competitive price.

NexCube: 2 x 2

NexCube: 3 x 3

NexCube: 2 x 2 and 3 x 3

GG-19899 | Case Pack: 12

GG-19900 | Case Pack: 12

GG-19903 | Case Pack: 6

Spiderball

MBS-1100 | Ages 3+

Build your skills and have a blast with the Spiderball, the rubber ball
with wiggly legs! Case Pack: 24* in PDQ
* Must be ordered in full case packs.

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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What’s in Ned’s Head?

Gator Golf
GG-31240 | Ages 3+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8765 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Mr. Bucket
This nostalgic favourite is back! Scoop your coloured
balls into Mr. Bucket as he whirls and spins on the
floor and spits the balls back up. The Perfect way to
get kids moving. Requires 2 C batteries. Case Pack: 4

What’s in Ned’s Head? Reach inside his ears and nostrils,
and find out! Each player is dealt a card with a picture of
an object that is in Ned’s Head. Ready, Set, GO! Reach in
Ned’s head and feel around for the object on your card.
Who knows what you will find! A rat? A loose screw?
Ned’s pet spider? Be the first player to find the correct
object to win! Case Pack: 4

Treasure Hunt

How Tall Am I?

PR-8810 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

JAX-5010 | Ages 4-10 | 2-4 Players

Arr me mateys! It’s time to find the treasure that’s hiding
right under your nose! Your house becomes a treasure
trove as you take turns giving clues and searching for
treasure in your own room. Is it red? A circle? Does it start
with the letter A? Be the first pirate to follow the clues on
the treasure map and collect the most gold coins for your
treasure chest to win! Case Pack: 5

Roll the die and stack up the parts to create a crazy
character! With all the pieces in place, will your
character measure up? If your character is the tallest,
you win! With 30 different pieces to choose from, you
can create a different character every time!

PR-6300 | Ages 3+ | 2-4 Players
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Case Pack: 6

A hole-in-one is a lot more fun with
Gator Golf! Grab your golf club and
aim to feed this hungry little gator.
Sink a putt and the gator’s tail-flipping
action will toss the ball back to you!
Case Pack: 4

Lucky Ducks

Banana Blast

Jumping Jack

PR-2700 | Ages 3+ | 2-4 Players

GG-30994 | Ages 4+ | 2-5 Players

GG-30514 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Lucky Ducks offers all the benefits of
memory and matching games in a
format that’s easier for little fingers
than cards. As a bonus, it helps kids
with shape recognition and colours.
Requires 2 AA batteries. Case Pack: 4

Players pull bananas from the tree
top until the monkey jumps. Catch
the monkey to win! Teaches hand-eye
coordination, taking turns, and quick
reactions. Case Pack: 4

Kids will jump for joy when they play with
Jumping Jack, the world’s cutest bunny!
Spin the spinner to see how many carrots
you get to pick from Jack’s bunny hill. One
of the carrots will make Jack jump, but it’s
a different carrot every time. Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com
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Dino Crunch
GG-30658 | Ages 4+ | 2+ Players

This hungry Dino has an eggstraordinary appetite! Roll
the die to choose which stolen egg to rescue. Carefully
reach in and take out the egg, but watch out - you never
know when this T-Rex will roar and leap out at you for a
mighty CRUNCH! Requires 2 AA batteries. Case Pack: 4
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Burping Bobby

Pop the Pig

GG-31271 | Ages 4+ | 2-6 Players

GG-30546 | Ages 4+ | 2-6 Players

Bobby loves stinky food! Feed him, but watch out – you
never know when he’s going to BUUUURRRRP! Real lights
and steam will burst from his mouth when he burps!
The player with the most points after Bobby burps wins.
Innovative “gotcha!” moment with familiar gameplay
that kids love. Requires 3 AAA batteries. Case Pack: 4

Pop the Pig is an international preschool classic
that is adored by millions of children. Kids spin the
spinner, pop a hamburger into the pig’s mouth, then
pump his head. The more they pump, the more his
belly grows until . . . pop! Case Pack: 4

Dirty Diapers

Gooey Louie

Rattlesnake Jake

PR-8565 | Ages 4+ | 3+ Players

GG-30503 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

GG-31290 | Ages 4+ | 2+ Players

As the baby giggles, pass him back and forth but
don’t be the player holding him when he poops!
If you are, it’s time for a diaper change! Choose
a poo out of his diaper to see if you are in or out!
Requires 2 AA batteries.Case Pack: 4

Pick a winner with Gooey Louie. Who “nose” what you’ll
find when you dig in and try? But watch out . . . if you
pick the wrong gooey from Louie his eyes will pop and
he’ll flip his lid. Case Pack: 4

Rattlesnake Jake has stolen your gold! Watch out for
his rattle, and carefully sneak the gold back. One wrong
move… and he strikes! If Rattlesnake Jake strikes on your
turn, you must return half of your nuggets to him. The
player with the most gold when the last nugget has been
taken wins the game. Requires 3 AAA batteries. Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com
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Shark Bite
PR-0066 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Players take turns rolling the die and fishing for the
colourful sea creatures using a fishing rod. But watch out,
you never know when the shark will bite! Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com
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Let’s Go Fishin’

Let’s Go Fishin’ XL

Giant Snakes & Ladders

Big Roll Bingo: Safari

PR-0055 | Ages 4+ | 1-4 Players

PR-0059 | Ages 4+ | 1-4 Players

PR-1025 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8604 | Ages 4+ | 2-6 Players

Try to get the most fish in this classic
action-packed game! Requires 1 C battery.

The original classic fishing game – deep sea style!
Double the fish from the original game means double
the fun! Requires 2 AA batteries. Case Pack: 6

Over-sized playing pieces, a gigantic foam die, and a
huge (but easy-to-store) playing board that pump this
traditional game up into enormous fun! Case Pack: 4

Take a walk on the wild side with Big Roll Bingo!
Oversized dice are easy for little hands to roll.

Case Pack: 4

Mancala for Kids
PR-4428 | Ages 6+ | 2 Players

Jumpin’ Monkeys

Thin Ice

PR-2656 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

PR-9610 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Be the first player to catapult all of
your monkeys into the tree and get
a bunch of bananas. Case Pack: 6

Take a marble from the water channel and
place it on the tissue. Don’t be holding the
tweezers when the marbles break through!
Case Pack: 6
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Our special kids edition replaces
gemstones with cute plastic animals. To
start, place all the animals in the pockets
of the board. When it’s your turn, choose a
pocket and scoop up all the animals in it,
then drop them back into the pockets oneby-one as you circle the board. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 4

Rock Paper Scissors

Don’t You Forget It

6-in-1 Magnetic Games

JAX-7020 | Ages 4+ | 2 Players

PR-2264 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

PR-2261 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

This is a fast and fun card version
of the game kids have played for
generations. In a twist, with only
five cards in hand at a time, your
choice is limited. Case Pack: 12

The fast-paced dice game that’s
fun for everyone. Keep rolling and
rolling, but try to stop before the
special dice spell out “FOR”, “GET”,
“IT”! Great for groups too.

Six games in one very portable
package! Turn the knobs to scroll to
another game, and use the magnetic
pieces for easy play while on the go.
Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 12

www.outsetmedia.com
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Finding Nessie
PR-8777 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Put your diving skills to the test as you explore the lake for Nessie! On your
turn, you’ll get a chance to peek through the waters, but things aren’t always
what they seem. Was that a tail or just a trick of the eye? Or might it be the
rare lucky fish? Be the first to piece together the photograph of Nessie and
make the discovery of the century! Case Pack: 4

Tumble

Topple

PR-9028 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

PR-9026 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Tumble has a well-known play pattern that
kids love! Players try to pull out the sticks
without letting any marbles tumble down.
This game is a great addition to any STEM
assortment and teaches spatial relationships
and estimating. Case Pack: 6

In this action game, winning or losing
hangs in the balance of every move. Score
points by completing rows and stacking
pieces. But beware the more points you
score, the harder it is to keep TOPPLE from
toppling! Case Pack: 6

Dawn Under
PR-8779 | Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players

Dawn Under is a frighteningly fun and deadly delightful memory
game for the whole family! Pick a grave on the game board, and
open the lid to see if its color matches one of your vampires. If it
does, you can bury your vampire there. Stay away from nasty rats
and smelly garlic as you search for graves! Be the first player to lay
all of your vampires to rest to win the game! Case Pack: 4

Burger Party
PR-8599 | Ages 6+ | 2-5 Players
It’s the delicious burger-matching slapping
game! Quickly slap the burger when you see
the matching cards to claim your ingredients!
The fun life-sized burger container keeps all the
cards contained for easy storage. Case Pack: 6
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Don’t Say it!
PR-3011 | Ages 6+ | 2+ Teams

Can you get your team to say “pig” – without
using the words “sausage”, “bacon”, “sty”, or
“pork”? You’ll need to be quick to avoid being
buzzed out by the timer. Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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The Wimpy Kid 10 Second Challenge
PR-3457 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Wheel of Fortune Game
PR-5563 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Jumping challenges, balancing challenges, offbeat, unusual and
brainy challenges. If you can do them in 10 seconds or less, you can
outwimp your friends and win the game. Includes 90 game cards
with original illustrations by author Jeff Kinney. Case Pack: 4

Wheel of Fortune is the longest-running syndicated gameshow in the
US, with more than 6,000 episodes aired. In 2013, TV Guide ranked it at
#2 on the list of the 60 greatest gameshows ever. This game captures
the spirit of the game with all the excitement and pressure! Case Pack: 6

Wild Kratts:
Race Around the World

Beyblade Burst:
Pop ‘n’ Race
PR-8628 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

PR-4070 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Pop the dice to move around the board and be
the first one home to win. Classic gameplay
with a Beyblade theme. Beyblade won toy of
the year in the action figure category (2018).

Players play the part of the Kratt Brothers
and their friends, racing around the world
collecting Creature Power Suits. Along the
way they unlock secret passages on the
game board that allow players to bypass
their opponents. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6
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Wild Kratts:
Pop ‘n’ Race
PR-4082 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Classic gameplay, new graphics and license.
Race to the finish before the other players do.
Case Pack: 6

Licensed Games

Harry Potter: Reveal the Death Eaters

Harry Potter: Magical Beasts Board Game

PR-4337 | Ages 12+ | 8-29 Players

PR-4330 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Look around... everyone is disguised as a Muggle — including
you! Some are Death Eaters, and some are witches and wizards of
Dumbledore’s Army. There will be alternating day and night cycles.
During the daytime, it’s up to you to find out who’s who! Report
Death Eaters to the Minister of Magic — because every night, the
Death Eaters will take someone away! Will Dumbledore’s Army
outsmart them? Case Pack: 6

Explore the interior of Hogwarts and the grounds as you try to collect
elements and capture the beasts. Be the first to collect all the clues
and figure out what magical beast you have captured! Case Pack: 6

Harry Potter:
Triwizard Maze Game

Harry Potter:
Spellcasters Game

PR-8544 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

PR-4331 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8543 | Ages 6+ | 3-8 Players

“Fly up” the brooms and “slide down” the
basilisks with this magnetic travel game.

Players race through the Triwizard Maze
to get to the finish line, but beware of
magical spell cards which could send
you back to Start. Case Pack: 6

Harry Potter: Basilisks
and Broomsticks

Case Pack: 24 (12* in PDQ)
* Must be ordered in full case packs.

A charade game with a magical spin! Using
the wand, a player traces the shape of the
spell in the air, while other players guess.
Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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Speedy Scribbles

Kings in the Corner

GG-70977 | Ages 8+ | 4-8 Players

JAX-6000 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

The pressure is on in this game of fast thinking, quick drawing and
excellent memory! The reader will begin reading 20 words in 20 seconds.
Be quick! As they are reading, all other players will race to sketch an image
to help them remember each word later. What was word number 12? Does
your sketch help you remember, or does it just look like a bunch of scribbles?
Earn a point for each correct answer, and be ready to steal a word if an
opponent guesses incorrectly. The player with the most points wins!

This regal family card game is a
competitive version of Solitaire.
The goal is to get rid of all your
cards, and to gain the most money
from the royal treasury. It’s fun for
the entire kingdom! case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 5

Googly Eyes Showdown

Dance Charades

Virus!

GG-70071 | Ages 7+ | 4-16 Players

PR-0771 | Ages 6+ | 4+ Players

PR-8644 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Betcha Can’t

It’s Googly Eyes like you’ve never seen it
before – supersized! Teams of players put
on the vision-distorting glasses and try
to draw a challenge. Includes two pairs
of glasses, six sets of brand-new vision
altering lenses, and all-new challenges.

Bust a move and win! Dance Charades
gets you to do hilarious new dances like:
doing dishes, vacuuming, the tornado
and more! Earn as many tokens as you
can in each 40-second song as your
friends guess your dance. Includes CD
with 40 varied dance songs. Case Pack: 6

Warning: The fun is
contagious! Protect your organs
while attacking others. Be the
first player with a clean bill of
health to win! Case Pack: 6

PR-8676 | Ages 7+ | 3+ Players

Case Pack: 4
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OK Boomer
GG-14401 | Ages 18+ | 2-8 Players
Get the generations together for this hilarious party game where you put
your age gap to the test! Separate into teams: Old School vs New School.
From slang words to cartoon characters, the New School guesses trivia
questions about the Old School and vice versa! Whichever team knows
the most about the other side is truly woke! case Pack: 6

In this game of bets and brags, players bet on how many things
they THINK they know. Think you can name the most ice cream
flavors? How about theme parks? But be prepared to prove yourself
if you get the “betcha can’t!” Answer correctly and win the card!
But if you lose - you’re going to Time Out! Be the first player to
collect five cards to be named the Better Bettor! Game designed by
Lily Brown and Tait Hansen, winners of the 2018 Young Inventor
Challenge at Chicago Toy and Game Fair. case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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Sequence: Deluxe Edition
JAX-8060 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players

Sequence Tin

Sequence (Trilingual)

JAX-8040 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players

JAX-8202 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players

It’s the same classic game packaged
in a sturdy tin. case Pack: 6

Play a card from your hand, place a chip on the
corresponding space on the game board... when
you have five in a row, it’s a Sequence. Watch
out for jacks, they’re wild! case Pack: 4

This Deluxe Edition has a cushioned play mat
and reversible crowning chips. case Pack: 6

Sequence Jumbo Tube
JAX-8070 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players
The chips are bigger, and the board has been
expanded into a 32” x 27” durable playing
mat. case Pack: 4

Sequence Dice Game

Sequence Travel Tin

JAX-8007 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

JAX-8701 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Players roll a pair of dice to determine where
they can put their tokens in order to make
a 5-in-a-row sequence. A number 10 roll
removes an opponent’s token, 11 is wild, and
2 and 12 earn bonus turns. case Pack: 6

Everything you need to play Sequence
on-the-go in a durable tin box. case Pack: 6

Sequence numbers
(Trilingual)
JAX-8212 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players
The cards have the equations, the game
board has the answers! Sharpen those
math skills as you match the answers to
spots on the board to make a Sequence!

case Pack: 6
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Sequence for Kids (Trilingual)
JAX-8206 | Ages 3-6 | 2-4 Players

It has a smaller board, cards that show various animals instead of a
regular deck, and you only need four in-a-row to win. case Pack: 6

Sequence Letters
JAX-8011 | Ages 3-7 | 2-4 Players
The cards each have a letter on them, and the board has pictures.
To place a chip on the board, players must match a card with the
first letter of the picture in the space to claim it. case Pack: 6
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Rummikub

Rummikub

Rummikub Travel Tin

PR-0400 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

PR-0401 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

The international favourite! Create runs and
sets of numbers in this classic, all-family
game! Case Pack: 4

Case Pack: 6

Games

Rummikub
6-Player Edition
PR-8648 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Tri-Ominos: Deluxe

Now play Rummikub with even more
players! Includes more racks and numbers to
accommodate the extra players. Case Pack: 6

PR-4451 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Deluxe edition of the classic triangular domino game!
Comes with high quality playing pieces. Case Pack: 4

Tri-Ominos
PR-4420 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

The classic triangular domino game!
Score points by matching numbers
on the three-sided playing pieces.
Case Pack: 6

PR-1410 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Rummikub
Large Numbers Edition

Rummikub
Premium Edition

Case Pack: 6

PR-0406 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8647 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Rummikub Retro Tin

The international favourite, now with large
numbers. Great for those with eyesight
difficulties. Case Pack: 6

This professional set features the same highquality racks and tiles used in the official
World Rummikub Championship. A great gift!
Case Pack: 6
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Smath

Word Search

PR-5202 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

GG-70477 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Crossword-puzzle type play that
makes learning math fun! Case Pack: 6

This word game puts players head to head trying to find
hidden words. Be the first to find a word and leave your
mark. But be careful! Another player can wipe out your
mark if they cross your word. Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com
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Rule the Realm
PR-8780 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Innovative gameplay meets unique components
in this family strategy game! Gather resource cards,
use them to claim your territories and collect the
treasures within! Conquer territories by walling
them off with colorful rubber bands on a special
3D game board. The player with the most victory
points at the end is the winner! case Pack: 4

Unsolved Case Files:
Harmony Ashcroft

Unsolved Case Files:
Jamie Banks

PR-8773 | Ages 14+ | 1+ Players

PR-8813 | Ages 14+ | 1+ Players

Find clues and evidence in the case file to solve
three objectives that will lead you to convict the
killer. Includes realistic handouts, like newspaper
clippings, photographs and more! Unique play
allows for solo play or host a crime solving party.

On November 20, 1992, the quiet town of Verona,
Massachusetts was rocked by the apparent suicide
of a local 18-year-old high school student. The police
ruled the death a suicide, but she was murdered!
Find out who she was with, which suspect lied, and
convict the real killer! Case Pack: 4

Case Pack: 4
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Oregon Trail: Willamette Valley

Escape from Iron Gate

PR-2446 | Ages 14+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8782 | Ages 13+ | 3-8 Players

It’s 1844: You and your family have joined a wagon train,
and will travel from Independence, MO to Willamette
Valley to find your fortune in the West! Discover trails,
rivers, forts, and towns, but beware of disease, drowning,
rattlesnakes and other hazards that will plague you
along the way. case Pack: 6

Your objective is to escape Iron Gate Prison by moving through
each of the four areas on the board. In order to progress to the
next area, you’ll need to turn in the items on your Gate Card
to the Commissary. Items are collected by completing puzzles,
drawing, acting, and trading. The player that passes through
the Final Gate first wins. Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com
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True Colors
PR-3599 | Ages 13+ | 3-6 Players

Are you the person your friends would never ask
directions from? Would you be the choice for picking
a winning lottery ticket… and then losing it? When
the votes are in, you’ll find out. Think you know your
friends? Think that they know you?! Case Pack: 6

Game of Chips
JAX-3007 | Ages 7+ | 2+ Players

Roll the dice then take out the matching chip point
total. But don’t get stuck with too many points left
over because the player with the lowest point total
wins! Case Pack: 12* in PDQ
* Must be ordered in full case packs.
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Shit Happens

Shit Happens:
Little Shits Expansion

Shit Happens:
Full of Shit Edition

GG-76528 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

GG-76526 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

Add these 100 question cards to your existing Shit
Happens™ game. They can also be played solo as a
mini deck! Case Pack: 24

Includes 100 additional situation cards to make
even shittier situations. Case Pack: 6

Shit Happens

S#!% Happens

GG-76525 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

GG-76533 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

Rank the shitty situation, and if
our Misery Index agrees with you,
you get to keep it. Correctly rank
10 cards to win! Case Pack: 6

It’s the same content with a clean
cover, for retailers who don’t want
the original S#!% on their shelves.
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Case Pack: 6
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Shit Happens:
50 Shades of Shit

Shit Happens:
Too Shitty for Work

GG-76527 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

GG-76529 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

These 200 unique cards, not included
in the original Shit Happens™ game,
can be played as a stand-alone game,
or as an expansion deck. Case Pack: 6

These 200 unique cards, not included
in the original Shit Happens™ game,
can be played as a stand-alone game,
or as an expansion deck. Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Adult Games

The Misery Index

Stuff Happens

PR-8612 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

GG-76523 | Ages 13+ | 2+ Players

You’re going to read some really messed up stuff on these
cards, and then rank them according to their awfulness. Is a 3rd
degree sunburn better or worse than seeing your father naked?
Is it worse than dropping your phone in the toilet? Find out as
you try to guess The Misery Index and earn cards to build your
Misery Lane during three side-splitting rounds. Case Pack: 6

Have fun ranking these messed up stuff on
these cards according to their awfulness. 200
PG-13 friendly (but still pretty awful!) Stuff
Happens event cards. Fun for the whole family!
Giggle your way through a gaggle of disasters.
Case Pack: 5

Friend or Faux

Are You Normal?

GG-76560 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

PR-5235 | Ages 18+ | 2-6 Players

Players earn points by correctly answering five rounds of
increasingly revealing questions about each other. It’s easy
to adjust the risque rating to suit any group of friends,
family, or colleagues. Case Pack: 6

100 people have been polled for each question in the game to
determine what is and what isn’t normal. It’s guessing and
betting fun—with plenty of surprises throughout the game.
Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com
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Classic Games

Checkers (folding)
PR-1112 | Ages 6+ | 2 Players
Case Pack: 12

Chinese Checkers

Pahrcheesi

Bingo

PR-1902 | Ages 7+
2-6 Players | Case Pack: 6

PR-1913 | Ages 6+
2-4 Players | Case Pack: 6

PR-1905 | Ages 7+
2-6 Players | Case Pack: 6

Double Six
Wooden Dominoes

Double Nine
Wooden Dominoes

Mexican Train
Dominoes

Giant
Pick Up Sticks

PR-1621 | Ages 7+
2-7 Players | Case Pack: 12

PR-3928 | Ages 6+
1-8 Players | Case Pack: 6

PR-1514 | Ages 6+
1+ Players | Case Pack: 12

Double Six
Dominoes (tin)

Double Nine
Dominoes (tin)

Double Twelve
Dominoes (tin)

PR-3925 | Ages 7+
2-4 Players | Case Pack: 12

PR-3926 | Ages 7+
2-7 Players | Case Pack: 6

PR-3927 | Ages 7+
2-7 Players | Case Pack: 4

Chess:
Family Classics

Checkers:
Family Classics

Mancala (folding)

Deluxe
Cage Bingo

PR-3224 | Ages 8+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6

PR-3202 | Ages 6+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6

PR-1521 | Ages 7+
2-4 Players | Case Pack: 12

Chess (folding)
PR-1124 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players
Case Pack: 12

Tic Tac Toe

Michigan Rummy

PR-1505 | Ages 6+
2 Players | Case Pack: 12

PR-5551 | Ages 8+
3-8 Players | Case Pack: 6

Folding Cribbage
with Cards

Bean Bag Toss
PR-2088 | Ages 6+
2 Players or Teams | Case Pack: 12

PR-1810 | Ages 8+
2-3 Players | Case Pack: 6

Backgammon (folding)
PR-2014 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players
Case Pack: 12

Snakes & Ladders

Checkers

PR-1911 | Ages 4+
2-4 Players | Case Pack: 6

PR-1900 | Ages 6+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6
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Chess
PR-1901 | Ages 8+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6
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Chess, Checkers,
Backgammon (Folding)
PR-1113 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players
Case Pack: 12

PR-4426 | Ages 6+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

PR-3207 | Ages 7+
2+ Players | Case Pack: 6
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Activities
Phlat Ball
Ages 5+ | 1+ Players

Throw a disc, catch a ball! Phlat Ball is
a unique sports toy that transforms from
a flying disc to a catchable ball! Squeeze
down to set the time-delay mechanism
and watch as it pops into a ball in midair.
It packs flat so it’s easy to slip into a bag
for on-the-go travel!

•
•
•
•

Ultra-flexible design
Easy to transport
Assorted colours
Variable-release suction feature
adds a surprise element to the game

* Must be ordered in full case packs.

Phlat Ball:
Emoji | GG-31773
Case Pack: 12* assortment

Phlat Ball:
Mini Sport
GG-31661
Case Pack: 12* assortment

Zoom Ball
GG-31750 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players

Phlat Ball: V3

Zip it to rip it! Players pull the handles
to send the ball hurtling towards the
other player. Easy to learn and great fun!

GG-31614 | Case Pack: 6* assortment

Case Pack: 4

Rocket Fishing Rod
GG-31700 | Ages 8+

Zoom Ball Hydro
GG-31749 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Phlat Ball: Junior
GG-31636 | Case Pack: 6* assortment
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Wet and wild fun! You never
know when the balloons will pop,
soaking you with water! Includes
25 water balloons. Case Pack: 4

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

When you cast it, blast it
with the Rocket Fishing Rod,
the kids fishing rod that
accurately casts its line up
to 30 feet. Great for kids of
all ages because it replaces
standard kids fishing poles
and takes the hassle out of
fishing. Case Pack: 4

